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Mobile facebook photo size

Learn the best image sizes for all major social networks to make your social media content perfect in pixels. You will learn ideal image sizes for Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and moreSpecific pixel heights and widths for all large social networks and all their different content typesHow to crop and resize images to match
ideal proportions Looking for more information for a specific social platform? Click on one of the following platforms, to go to the appropriate section: Facebook Sharing Images: 1200 x 628 pixels Sharing links with image: 1,200 x 628 pixels Sharing stories: 1,080 x 1,920 pixels* Instagram sharing square images: 1,080 x
080 x 1,080 pixels Sharing horizontal images: 1,080 x 566 pixels Sharing vertical images: 1,080 x 1,350 pixels Sharing stories : 1,080 x 1,920 pixels* Twitter Single Image Sharing : 1,200 x 675 pixels Sharing multiple images: 1,200 x 675 pixels Sharing links with image: 800 x 1 LinkedIn Image Sharing on a Company
Page or Personal Profile 418 pixels: 1,104 x 73 6 pixels (1,200 x 627 pixels with a buffer) Sharing links to a view to a company page or personal profile : 1,200 x 628 pixels Pinterest Sharing images: 800 x 1,200 pixels Snapchat Sharing images : 1,080 x 1,920 pixels* * If you notice that your stories are cropped on the
side, you or your viewers may be using a phone with a larger screen (e.g. iPhone X or Samsung S8). To optimize your stories for phones with a larger screen, try 1,080 pixels wide and 2,340 pixels high (hat tip snapchat!) Once you've learned the ideal size of your social media videos, we'd like to help you plan social
media. Try our 14-day free trial and experience ease. You have all the great tools to create fascinating images on social media. You know what the brain likes about images and how to create something beautiful to encourage engagement. You're all ready to do something great! Last thing: How exactly should your image
look to fit in a news feed, timeline, or stream? There is so much to consider creating awesome images on social media for me, the size and shape tend to get locked up before I even understand what happened. But size and shape - height, width and orientation - are the elements that most influence how the image will be
displayed in the social media stream. For example, I don't get the video size right to tweet and part of the video has been cropped away on a mobile channel. Fortunately, there are some answers out there about how to create ideal images that appear consistently high in your audience's time. We collected all the
Here. The ideal social media video sizes for your postsImage sizes are a huge theme cover. There are ideal image sizes for cover photos, profile photos, Facebook ads and Twitter cards. Several detailed blog posts addressed what is best in all these many different places. In this post, I would like to focus specifically on
social media images that you share with your updates, as video attachments or as links. In addition, most major social media channels, such as Facebook and Twitter, now give you extra control over how your profile picture and cover photo look. You will get some really neat tools to resize and scale these pictures before
they pixel-perfect. Here's, for example, the facebook cover photo process. For ideal sizes in cover photos and profile photos, here are two of my favorites: Ideal Facebook image sizesDali images: 1,200 x 628 pixelsSharing links with a view: 1200 x 628 pixelsSharing images - 1200 x 628 pixelsWhat do you share in the
landscape, portrait, or square images, Facebook will change it to 500 pixels wide and scale height respectively. The good news here is that you don't have to worry about the size of your video when sharing images on Facebook! Almost all images will look great in your audience's news feed. (I'm almost because
Facebook seems to still need proportion between 9:16 to 16:9 – which is a huge range.) For a simple time, I recommend creating images of 1,200 pixels wide and 628 pixels high. This is the ideal size of images for the link to view as you read below. Of course, if you want to share a vertical image, it's also absolutely cool!
When you share a link to Facebook, Facebook will display the image in the link preview. Facebook looks at the Open Graph tag link, especially og: a video tag that refers to an image that Facebook should use when sharing a news feed. You can add an og:image tag manually to the &lt;head&gt; section on each page of
your site, or you can try an add-on such as Yoast SEO for WordPress, which handles the code and implementation for you. (We're big fans of yoast plugin bumper blog.) (If you've checked your domain using Facebook, you can also customize the image and caption and description of links from your site with a buffer
without touching your site code.) The ideal dimensions are 1,200 pixels wide and 628 pixels high. Facebook will crop and resize the image preview to 500 pixels wide and 261 pixels (image format 1.91:1). As Facebook seems to crop the image from the bottom up, try to keep important details at the top of the video if you
can't keep the ideal size. For a carousel clip, each image is cropped to fit a square of 300 x 300 pixels. Sharing stories – 1,080 x 1,920 pixelsFacebook stories take the entire phone screen, making the ideal size 1,080 pixels wide and 1,920 pixels high (aspect ratio 9:16). Because your profile picture and some buttons will
appear in your at the top, it will be great to take them into account when creating their Stories.Ideal Instagram image sizesSharing &lt;/head&gt; &lt;/head&gt; images: 1,080 x 1,080 pixels Horizontal image sharing: 1,080 x 566 pixelsSid part of vertical images: 1,080 x 1,350 pik StoriesSharing Stories: 1,080 x 1,920 pixels
Sharing images – 1,080 pixels wideInstagram image key is width because all Instagram posts are of the same width (i.e. phone screen size). The ideal width is 1,080 pixels. If your image is less than 320 pixels wide, Instagram will nurture it and may look pixels. As long as your image height is between 566 and 1,350
pixels with a width of 1,080 pixels (or an image ratio of 1.91:1 to 4:5), Instagram will keep your view of what is. Otherwise, your image will be cropped to match the image format supported by Instagram. In such cases, you can decide which part(s) of the image you want to crop when you post instagram.Sharing Stories 1,080 x 1,920 pixelsSince Instagram Stories will occupy the entire phone screen, the ideal size is 1,080 pixels wide and 1,920 pixels high (image ratio 9:16). When creating Instagram stories, remember that 250 pixels of top and bottom of the image are not text and logos, because there will be your profile photo and
Instagram buttons. To make it easy for you to create great Instagram Stories, we've created Stories Creator. Every story you create with the tool is perfect for Instagram Stories. We'll even show you the Instagram interface while you're creating to see where your profile photo and Instagram buttons are. Give him a go!
Ideal Twitter image sizesSily single image: 1200 x 675 pixelsSided multiple images: 1200 x 675 pixelsSharing links with image: 800 x 418 pixelsSharing single image (or GIF) - 1200 x 675 pixelsWhen sharing an image on Twitter, it is better to follow mobile specifications than the desktop specification. This is because
mobile specs will work on both a mobile and desktop computer, and desktop specifications can cause cropping (for example, my image above - eek!) The ideal size is 1200 pixels wide and 675 pixels high (or 16:9 aspect ratio). The minimum size is 600 pixels wide at 335 pixels high, but larger images will look better when
your followers click to expand the image. Here's an interesting fact: Twitter now uses machine learning to crop up its images to show the most interesting part of its images. So most often you should not worry about cutting important details. Great job, Twitter! While Twitter doesn't state this, I've seen a timeline of GIFs
that appear square on Twitter (mobile and desktop). If you're a GIF fan, really give it a go! Multiple image sharing – 1200 x 675 pixels The ideal size is similar to sharing one image of 1200 pixels wide and 675 pixels high. Twitter, however, will crop up images slightly depending on how much is your tweet and unlike
different Desktop. Fortunately, with Twitter's new machine learning opportunities, it should still show the best part of its images. For example, here's how cropped images will look on your mobile phone:The ideal view size for the Twitter link (also known as a website video card) is 800 pixels wide and 418 pixels high
(1.91:1). The card displays a header, description (desktop), link, and photo when you share a URL from a website that contains the appropriate Twitter card code. All this information is pulled through HTML tags, often the same ones that Facebook uses to display links. (You can also use Yoast SEO Wordpress plugin for
this.) If you're wondering how images might look with Twitter cards, you can enter a link to Twitter's free card checker to get a quick review. Sharing images to a company page or personal profile: 1,104 x 736 pixelsSied links to a company page or personal profile: 1,200 x 628 pixelsSharing images – 1,104 x 736
pixelsPictions with a LinkedIn Help Forum moderator, the ideal image size is 552 pixels wide and 368 pixels high (or 3:2 aspect ratio). The image of other proportions will be cropped (side or bottom) to fit. I suggest you double the dimensions so that your images look great on retina screens - 1,104 pixels wide and 736
pixels high. Sharing views of LinkedIn from the bumper, the LinkedIn team told us that the ideal image size is 1,200 pixels wide and 627 in height. It's almost like the ideal Facebook video size that helps keep things simple! When you share links and articles with LinkedIn, the video preview will be cropped and cropped to
fit a box of 552 pixels wide and 289 pixels high (image ratio 1.91:1). LinkedIn recommends using the 191:1 video format. This is the same video ratio as the image of facebook link views! So, 1,200 pixels wide and 628 pixels high will work perfectly by sharing links with views on LinkedIn as well. Oh, and these ideal sizes
also apply to LinkedIn Showcase Pages.Ideal Pinterest image size - 800 x 1200 pixelsAkcording to Pinterest, the best Pinterest image ratio is 2:3, minimum width - 600 pixels. I would recommend going with an 800 pixel wide 1,200 pixel height to ensure that your image will look great on retina screens as well. 2:3 in
proportion ensures that all information your audience can see in your feed, just as the Product Hunt logo and URL can be seen in the example above. If you want to create images that are longer than 2:3 in the image format (such as 800 pixels wide and 2,000 pixels), remember that the images will be cropped from below.
However, there seems to be some leeway. In the feed, Pinterest shows 236 pixels wide and up to 500 pixels (scaled up to 800 pixels wide and 1,694 pixels high). Ideal Google+ image sizes x 628 PixelEditor Note: Quick Heads Up! Google has announced that by April 2019, it will be able to continue to do so. Here are
some ideas where you can share your content. Google+ doesn't seem to crop images unless the images are really long vertically or horizontally. This is great news, as many common image sizes will work great on Google+. To make things simple, I would recommend going with 1,200 pixels wide to 628 pixels high (ideal
image size for sharing links to Facebook) by sharing images or links. The ideal Snapchat image size - 1,080 x 1,920 pixels Similar to Instagram stories, snaps occupy the entire phone screen. 1,080 pixels wide and 1,920 pixels high should work well on most phone screens. Again, you'd like to take into account the profile
picture and buttons that will appear at the top and bottom of your snapshots. Through youTims hope that this image size reviews can be useful to you. We will continue to learn a lot about what is best for all the different social networks, and I am happy to continue to update this post with all our latest results. Is there
anything we can add to this resource to make it more useful to you? What has your experience been in sharing different image sizes on social media? I'd love to hear from you comments!-Image credit: Relevant social media accounts, TwitterThis post was originally written by Kevan Lee and rewritten by the updated
information by Alfred Lua. Lua.
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